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Recruiting and Recognizing Leaders
With Some Words

on
Delegation and Burnout

Ed Plesnar - Baden-Powell Council
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By Way of Introduction

We want our Units to thrive…

We want our Units to survive…

How do we make this happen?

How do we prepare for transitions?

Change is the only constant in life!
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Our Objective

• A vision of collaborative leadership

– Recruiting

– Recognition

• Delegation

• Burnout

Who is THE Leader?
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Every Unit a Family

• Unit dynamic

• Unit traditions

• Written & unwritten rules

Change is hard,

but you can always change yourself
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One is NOT Enough!

Isn’t it enough to have a leader with

vision, the “heart and soul” of the Unit?
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A Collaborative Vision

• Many hands make the burden light

• Enlist colleagues in shared success

– Adults

– Youth

A team of talented colleagues

Committed to a common goal

Sharing the burdens and rewards
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Unit Support Systems

• You are not alone

• Charter Organization & Committee

• Unit Commissioner

• District and Council activities

Nobody thrives in isolation,

Shared experiences and activities
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Power and Authority

• The subtle art of leadership

• Power is “hard” leadership

• Authority is “soft” leadership

As leaders, we are always on display

People watch, observe, and imitate

The exemplar of our presence
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Learning When to Delegate

Every leader should be teaching

leadership and practicing delegation

whenever and however appropriate.
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The First Step is the Hardest

• Don’t let the perfect be the enemy of the
good!

• Delegation requires humility

All things pass away except for the

effect we have on the lives of others
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Enrolling Others

The Nuts & Bolts

• Tasks vs. Roles

• The “Oreo Test”

• Parents are as important as Youth

Be SMART: Specific, Measurable,

Attainable, Relevant, and Timely
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What Does it Take to Delegate?

There are many ways to get to Carnegie

Hall.  You can go by taxi, by bus, or by

foot.  There are many routes, but nobody

gets there without practice.  Be a good

teacher, be a great mentor.  Develop and

grow real leadership in your Unit by modeling

and practicing delegation at every opportunity!
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What Comes After Delegation?

• Feedback, praise, and reward

• Support and recovery

Most failures contain the

seeds of future success —

IF you are willing to find them!
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Burnout

Burnout is the natural result of

over-commitment and unreasonable

expectations that an individual person

places upon himself or herself.

It is holding one's self to a standard

that can never be met.
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